Abstract-We study the issue of mobile wireless network (MWN) connectivity. In particular, we investigate the smallest communication or transmission range of the nodes necessary for connectivity of MWNs, which we call the critical transmission range (CTR). Unlike many of existing studies, however, the mobilities of the nodes are not assumed homogeneous, and the locations of the nodes are not identically distributed. We examine the distribution of CTR when the number of nodes in the network is large. We show that, under some conditions, the CTR is inversely proportional to the infimum of the average spatial density of the nodes in the network and its distribution goes through a phase transition over a small range.
between a pair of nodes is determined by the distance between them. In other words, there exists an edge between two nodes i and j if and only if their distance is smaller than some threshold γ. This threshold γ can be interpreted as a proxy to a common communication or transmission range of the nodes, which depends on the employed transmit power, in the context of MHWNs.
Most of existing studies on connectivity of GRG models, however, focus on the scenarios where the locations of the nodes are independent of each other with identical spatial distribution (e.g., [1] , [7] , [8] , [12] ). The dynamic case studied in [3] also assumes independent and homogeneous node mobility. Unfortunately, when either of these assumptions is relaxed, little is known about the connectivity property of random graphs. La and Seo [10] investigated the network connectivity under a class of group mobility models similar to the reference point group mobility [9] for one-dimensional cases where the nodes lie on a unit circle. They showed that the distribution of the smallest communication range necessary for network connectivity, which we call critical transmission range (CTR), exhibits a form of parametric sensitivity with respect the space occupied by each group over a certain regime.
We take another step towards better understanding connectivity when nodes' mobility is heterogeneous and, hence, the locations of the nodes have different spatial distributions. In a nutshell, our findings reveal that, in large networks with n (n 1) nodes, the distribution of CTR is concentrated around log(n)/(π φ n), where φ is the infimum of the average spatial density of the nodes. 1 While the qualitative nature of our findings is similar to those by Penrose for homogeneous spatial distributions [12] , [13] , our settings are more general and allow the support of spatial density of the nodes to be different. Therefore, some nodes may never be close to each other when the support of their spatial density does not overlap, which may be the case in many scenarios. We elaborate on this point in Section III.
Throughout the rest of the paper we assume that all random variables (rvs) and random/stochastic processes of interest are defined on some common probability space (S, F, P). The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II explains the setup, mobility model and parametric scenario we introduce for carrying out an asymptotic analysis. We summarize some of well known results for homogeneous mobility cases and present our main results in Section III. Numerical results are provided in Section IV. We conclude and suggest some future directions in Section V.
II. SETUP
In this section we first explain the assumed mobility model of nodes and the GRGs for capturing the one-hop connectivity between nodes. Then, we describe the parametric scenario we assume for our asymptotic analysis as the number of nodes in the network increases.
A. Node mobility and network connectivity
Suppose that there are N , N ≥ 1, nodes in the network which move on a domain Ω ⊂ IR 2 . The mobility process or 
denotes the Euclidean distance between the two nodes,
There is a bidirectional (communication) link between two neighbors j and k, which we denote by j ↔ k.
Definition 1:
A network is said to be connected at time t ∈ IR + if and only if, for every pair of nodes j and k, we can find M ∈ IN := {1, 2, . . .} and a sequence of nodes
The above definition of (network) connectivity simply means that, given any two nodes in the network, we can find a sequence of intermediate nodes that can provide the end-toend connectivity between the two nodes.
B. Parametric scenario
Given a network with N ∈ IN nodes, the CTR at time t ∈ IR + is denoted by γ c (t; N ). Obviously, this CTR depends on the number of nodes in the network, N , and their locations (which are given by rvs), and computing the exact distribution of CTR is challenging.
For this reason, researchers often turn to an asymptotic theory for γ c (t; N ) as the number of nodes N becomes large: Oftentimes, as the number of nodes grows (i.e., for large networks), the distribution of CTR concentrates over a (short) interval we can identify or approximate more easily. Following this spirit we are interested in examining how γ c (t; N ) behaves as N increases. To this end, we introduce the following parametric scenario:
For each n ∈ IN, there are n ≥ 1 nodes in the network. These n nodes move on (a subset of) Ω ⊂ IR 2 according to mobility processes X
The mobility domain Ω is compact and connected in IR 2 . In addition, its boundary ∂Ω is a onedimensional C 2 submanifold of IR 2 .
2 The communication range of a node is defined to be the maximum distance another node can be at, while maintaining a communication link with the node.
In order to make progress we introduce the following assumptions on the mobility processes:
A1. The processes are X (n) k , k ∈ N n , are mutually independent; A2. they are stationary and ergodic; and
Note that our assumptions allow for the possibility that f (n) k have different and even non-overlapping support. In other words, nodes can lie in different strict subsets of Ω. Hence, unlike in homogeneous mobility cases, some nodes may never be neighbors of each other when the support of their spatial densities does not overlap. We denote the support of f
k , n ∈ IN and k ∈ N n , satisfy the same assumptions as Ω.
We assume that the spatial distribution of the nodes is sufficiently smooth, which we capture by the following assumption. A4. There exists κ < ∞ such that, for all n ∈ IN and k ∈ N n ,
Note that Assumption A4 implies that the spatial density functions f
are uniformly bounded by some finite constant f .
For each n ∈ IN, we define the average spatial density function of the nodes ψ (n) : Ω → IR + , where
We assume lim n→∞ inf x∈Ω ψ (n) (x) exists and denote it by ψ inf . From the above definition, for any δ > 0, for all sufficiently large n, inf x∈Ω ψ (n) (x) ≥ ψ inf − δ. Throughout the paper we assume ψ inf > 0.
III. MAIN RESULTS
As mentioned in Section I, in order for a network to be able to provide an end-to-end route between arbitrary sources and destinations (when a connection is requested), the network should be connected most of the time. From the assumed ergodicity and stationarity of the mobility processes, this implies that the network sampled at some time should be connected with high probability. Therefore, we examine the connectivity of the sampled static graph instead.
Suppose that we sample the network at time t s ∈ IR + . From the stated stationarity assumption, without loss of generality, we can assume t s = 0. Furthermore, for notational simplicity we omit the dependence on time, e.g., we write X
Let G(n;γ) be the GRG representing the one-hop connectivity of the network with n nodes sampled at t = 0, where each node employs a common communication range of γ, according to the setup described in the previous section. We define
It is obvious that P (n) (γ) is increasing in γ. Let us define ρ n (a) := a log(n)/(π n) for all n ∈ IN. We first describe the existing result for the special case where f (n) k = g, where g is some fixed density function, for all n ∈ IN and k ∈ N n .
Independent and identically distributed case -Consider the special case where the locations of the n nodes are homogeneous, i.e., X (n) k , k ∈ N n , are given by independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) rvs with a common distribution G and density g. Under the assumption that g := inf x∈Ω g(x) > 0, Penrose proved the following result [12] , [13] : Suppose that the nodes select their common transmission ranges according to γ(n) = ρ n (t) for all n ∈ IN, where t ∈ (0, ∞).
This finding tells us that, for all sufficiently large n, the necessary CTR will be close to log(n)/(π g n) =: γ † (n) with high probability. Hence, the distribution of CTR goes through what is commonly known as a phase transition around γ † (n). While this finding is remarkable in that the distribution of CTR becomes concentrated around γ † (n) under very mild conditions, it assumes that the locations of the nodes are identically distributed. However, in many cases the nodes may have different spatial distributions due to heterogeneous mobility. Our findings below generalize this result by Penrose to the cases where the nodes have different spatial distributions under the following assumption.
Assumption 1:
There exist ζ > 0 and n 0 (ζ) < ∞ such that, for all n ≥ n 0 (ζ), we can find x (n) ∈ {x ∈ Ω | ψ (n) (x) = inf y∈Ω ψ (n) (y)} that satisfies the following:
This is a technical assumption we introduce to simplify the proof of our results, but can be relaxed at the expense of a more cumbersome proof. It implies that, for all sufficiently large n, we can find a small disk (or a neighborhood) where the average spatial density of the nodes is close to the infimum and, for every node, either the support of its spatial density includes the disk or does not overlap with the disk. The first theorem below tells us that, for all sufficiently large n, if the nodes choose their communication range to be smaller than ρ n (1/ψ inf ), then with high probability, the network will not be connected. Due to space constraint, only a sketch of the proofs is provided in appendices for the reported results.
Theorem 1: Suppose that the nodes select their communication ranges according to γ(n)
The second theorem, which complements the first theorem, states that if the communication range is chosen to be larger than ρ n (1/ψ inf ), for all sufficiently large n, the network will be connected with high probability.
Theorem 2: Suppose that the nodes choose their communication ranges according to γ(n)
Theorems 1 and 2 tell us that, in large networks consisting of many nodes (i.e,. n 1), assuming that the average spatial density of the nodes is non-vanishing, the CTR will be in the neighborhood of γ := log(n)/(π φ n) with high probability, where φ is the infimum of the average spatial density. As a result, the probability of (network) connectivity as a function of the communication range of the nodes goes through a phase transition around γ , i.e., the probability of connectivity rises rapidly from (close to) zero to (close to) one around γ .
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we provide a numerical example. In our example, there are N = 500 nodes in the network. These nodes belong to five different classes. Nodes 1 through 100 are uniformly distributed on the disk centered at the origin with radius 2. Of the remaining 400 nodes, 100 nodes are uniformly distributed on each of four disks centered at (±1/ √ 2, ±1/ √ 2) with radius 1/ √ 2. We plot the locations of the 500 nodes in one realization in Fig. 1 . From the given spatial distributions of the nodes, the infimum of the average spatial density of the nodes, φ , is 1/20π, and our findings (Theorems 1 and 2) suggest that the phase transition in the probability of connectivity should take place around log(500)/(500 π φ ) = 0.4986.
We generated 150 realizations and computed the fraction of time the corresponding GRG is connected as the communication range of the nodes is varied. Fig. 2 plots this probability of connectivity (y-axis) as a function of the communication range of the nodes (x-axis). We also plot a red dotted vertical line at x = 0.4986 to indicate where we expect the phase transition to occur. As the figure illustrates, indeed the probability of connectivity increases sharply around 0.4986 as predicted by Theorems 1 and 2. 
V. CONCLUSION
We studied the issue of connectivity of multi-hop wireless networks. In particular, we focused on (the distribution of) the smallest communication range necessary for network connectivity, called the critical transmission range, when the network comprises many nodes with varying spatial distributions. We showed that, similar to the homogeneous mobility cases studied by Penrose, even under heterogeneous mobility of the nodes, as the number of nodes in the network increases, the distribution of the critical transmission range becomes concentrated around some threshold that depends on the number of nodes in the network and the infimum of the average spatial density of the nodes. Hence, the probability of connectivity as a function of the communication range goes through a phase transition around the aforementioned threshold.
While our findings add to our understanding of the critical transmission ranges and the issue of network connectivity, our model still assumes that the mobilities of the nodes are mutually independent. In many real-life scenarios, the mobilities of some nodes may be correlated, violating the assumption of mutual independence. We are currently investigating how the critical transmission ranges change as the mobility of the nodes becomes correlated via group mobility in 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional cases.
APPENDIX A A SKETCH OF PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Our proof of Theorem 1 is an adaptation of the arguments used in both the proof of Theorem 1 in [2] and that of Proposition 3.1 in [13] : For fixed r > 0, let σ(r) be the maximum number of disjoint disks with radius r whose union is contained in a disk with radius τ * (≤ 0.5ζ), where ζ was defined in Assumption 1 Fix α > 1 and choose < γ < β that satisfy a1. < 1/(2 + α ψ inf ) and a2.
√
For each n ∈ IN, let σ n := σ(ρ n (β)) and {z
For any A ⊂ Ω, we denote the number of nodes from N n in A by #N (n) (A). For each i = 1, 2, . . . , σ n , define an event
i , ρ n (γ))) ≥ 1, and #N (n) (B(z i , ρ n (γ)). Hence, the GRG G(n;ρ n (t)) is not connected and P[G(n;ρ n (t)) is connected] ≤ P ∪ E (n) happens only for finitely many n ∈ IN with probability 1. This is done by rewriting the event E (n) as a union of three events: For notational simplicity, we denote #N (n) (B(z (n)
i , ρ n (β))) by N (n)
i . For each n ∈ IN and i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , σ n }, define the following events.
•
log(n)}, wheref
i (z) dz/(β log(n)), and
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